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The dictionary says, “chic” is smartly stylish, clever and fashionable.  

So, I guess Summer Chic is being smartly stylish,  

clever and fashionable in the summer … when the weather is hot 

 

 

Many, probably most of us, definitely have summer. Where I live, it is not uncommon for the 

temperatures to soar into the 100’s for extended periods of time. Where some of you live, the 

humidity percentage comes real close to our temperatures! We know what summer is! 

Loes does not, as she says, “Do summer!” Yes, she has the same calendar as the rest of us, 

but she seems to ignore that period of time in terms of what most of us feel we need to wear 

to deal with the heat and humidity. I am not sure if her ignoring the summer season is due to 

her Dutch heritage. I am sure it gets hot there. Or if it is due to her Studio situated a few 

blocks from the Pacific Ocean in the middle of California where really hot days are numbered. 

In fact, July can be foggy and very chilly. She does reside a few miles away at a higher alti-

tude. She says the weather can be hot up there, but how much time does she spend there? 

Or is it she doesn’t like the colors in clothing we normally associate with summer—white, 

brighter colors, and more pastels. I have a feeling it is more of the last statement than any of 

the others. 

All of that to say, recently due to my conversations with customers and my own feelings, I 

got sidetracked! Customers were asking for white and brighter colors.  I love white pants, and 

I was thinking some brighter prints would be nice.  

Earlier, some of that was delivered to Casual Elegance. The fabrics presented in the May edi-

tion of “The Look” sold well. I loved them. Customers loved them. They were summery prints 

and a couple of them had some color, but not “way” out there! They fell into Loes’ perimeters 

of fabric color choices. 

A few weeks later after the May edition of “The Look,” Loes was on a fabric buying excursion. 

She always asks me what I need. I am thinking here is my chance! As most of you know, she 

chooses the fabric Casual Elegance sells. These fabrics, for the most part mirror what she 

chooses for her clothing line sold in her Studio. So, I am thinking … I know she would not 

purchase for her use what kind of colors I am thinking. Maybe there would be something 

there, like in May, that was not “way” out there but yet exuded a hint of summer. 

When she is on a fabric buying trip, at the end of the first day (that translates to one after-

noon), she has made her choices. She moves quickly! (I do not accompany her on these trips 

as I did a few times. She tells me I get in the way!) Next, I get a phone call. And now that 

technology is such an important part of our lives, I get photos of the fabric emailed to me. 

Conversing on the phone, we discuss her fabric choices while I am viewing pictures of said 

fabric on my computer. We decide on amounts, etc., and then it is a done deal. 

 

 

Loes’ Summer Chic story as relayed to you by Sharon 
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Back to summer. I am now recognizing I got carried away thinking I wanted more summer 

prints—for customers and myself. You know, the ones that would have some color but work  
into her philosophy. That was not what I heard her describing. That was not the content of the 

photos I received via email!  

I will insert into this dialog the fact I was not in the best physical shape that day while talking 

and viewing fabric on the computer. That sounds like an excuse and probably was. Allergies 

had pushed a lot of mud into my head! So, now the stage is set. Expecting to see summery 

prints and viewing this with a “muddy” head, I find myself NOT looking at what I was anticipat-

ing! There were some animal print jerseys—all of them more or less black and some shade of 

white, tan, or gray! Not what I was expecting. She did order one of them which is in our cur-

rent collection. By the way, it is very nice! 

As we progressed through the collection of pictures, what I saw did not make me think ... sum-

mer. Nice, yes. They all were. Loes always picks quality. And they always are “mixable” with 

other fabric choices. She knows what she is doing, but the colors were for the most part saying 

“cool weather” to me!  

Again, back to summer. Loes picked up on my ambivalence. I appreciated what she was show-

ing me, but it was not what I was expecting! I was still thinking about summer colors. As we 

continued talking, I began liking what I was seeing more and more. Maybe the mud in my head 

was washing away! The more she talked, the more I realized the fabrics were nice and did work 

well into her philosophy. I also realized I had really been sidetracked in my thinking. 

Then out of her mouth comes the term … “Summer Chic.” She went on to say, “These fabrics 

will work well now with a summer garment mix. Later when the weather cools, the same fabric 

will mix with darker colors.” Yes, this is definitely chic! The garments will be more subdued col-

ors brought to life with great shoes and accessories. I know, you have heard this accessory talk 

before. But the truth is, that is what transforms a subdued look into something chic! 

All of Loes’ designs, fabric choices, and the way she mixes them are chic. Brightly colored 

prints and/or brightly colored wovens to wear with those prints … NO! Not part of her philoso-

phy. A soft, subtle yet sophisticated look, adaptable to many lifestyles, preferences, and sea-

sons is what she creates.  

The next day while she was driving home, I get an email from her. O.K. She had stopped for 

gas and was emailing waiting at the pump—not while driving! She had been thinking about 

“Summer Chic.” It was in her head — all of her ideas to create this wonderful “Summer Chic” 

look were taking shape.  

I admit, I had been slipping off the “Loes bandwagon.” I needed her boost to get me back on 

board. If I am really truthful with myself, I feel most comfortable wearing exactly what she 

promotes—a more subtle, soft, and non-busy look! Two days later, we are again talking on the 

phone. Her “Summer Chic” ideas were spilling out as she quickly talked.                                

And now, you will be looking at her version of “Summer Chic” in the following pages! 

 

By the way … she did buy white pant fabric … for us! You won’t see it in her Studio! 
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  New patterns!!! 

  Yes, we are happy to say...it is not just talk!   

    We’re not just hoping...it is happening. 

      Three new patterns are in process!  

And, three additional new patterns will enter the process stage                 

as soon as the current three are published. 

 

  Our new E book...coming soon!!! 

  Responding to the many questions we are asked,               

soon we will publish our E book.  

  The introduction and “bones” of the book will be a free printable 

download on the website. From there, chapters, each on a variety of sewing sub-

jects, will be offered for online purchase. You can pick and choose which ones 

you want to purchase. After printing, add them to your E book indexing and cate-

gorizing to suit your needs. The publication of the chapters will evolve over time. 

Of course, if you are on our email list, you will be notified. 
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On a pale tan background, the black animal print has a subdued appearance. 

 Light weight and easy to sew fabric. 

Want sleeves? Use any of Loes’ Tee Top Patterns.  

 

We promised you Loes Hinse’s “Summer Chic Wardrobe.”  

On the following pages, she will share her ideas. 

          

“First, a cap tee in 

black/tan                             

animal print.” 
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                                                                  Black Microfiber       Tan/Taupe Tencel Gab         White Linen Blend 

 
         “Add pants!” 

   Introducing … 

The Ascona Pant 

Pattern 

Soon to be published, it 

features tapered legs, 

back darts, elastic, and 

the option of long or 

cropped length. 

 

 

Note:  There is no white in the animal print. Amazingly, it looks great w/white pants. 

Note:  While waiting for the new pattern, use the Oxford, European, or Bilbao pattern. 

Note:  White linen blend is a classic, heavier weight linen. (No see-through)  Due to its 

  weight, a pant pattern with zipper such as the Bilbao or European will              

  accommodate fabric’s weight. If using an elastic waist, adapt to the heavier 

  weight of the linen, using a longer length of elastic at the waist. This will net 

  less gathering. To determine how much to use, place elastic around waist with

  out stretching. Add seam allowance for joining ends. From this length of elastic, 

  eliminate 2” - 3”. This length will be longer than pattern indicates.   

Note:  The new Ascona Pattern directions will have a longer elastic measurement. 
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Don’t want a short cardigan? 

 Loes is making them longer now …. just above the knee!   

 

Featured in the last edition of “The Look,” you 

saw this garment. If you didn’t decide then 

you needed one, now is the time. It is a great 

addition to the Summer Chic wardrobe. The 

open weave fabric is great for “coverage” yet 

the openness allows some air!   

The black mesh is woven. When using a pattern       

intended for knits, add width and length, or go up a 

size. Before assembling, serge/zig-zag around all 

pattern pieces to prevent raveling.             

The cardigan works well with upcoming cooler      

seasons. If you don’t want mesh, try one of our knits. 

This cardigan is another “soon-to-be published’ pattern. 

Don’t need to wait.  

Use your favorite cardigan pattern. 

“Add a black mesh cardigan.” 
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You may think you’re done sewing for 

your summer wardrobe.                      

But “freshening” it up with a few more 

adaptable garments is a great idea.  

Go head and indulge yourself. 

The garments on the  

preceding pages belong in your closet! 

But, there is more! 

 

 

You saw the photo on next page in our last edition of “The Look.”  

It says it so well … this is a great example of Loes’ Summer Chic Wardrobe! 

Keep reading!  
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To the basic wardrobe, add a white tee top. Try our new white tone on tone      

1” stripe (stripe is barely there) jersey knit.  Fabulous as seen in above photo 

with our new tan/taupe pants. Or for contrast, wear white tee with black 

cropped pants. There are several other “shades” of white knit on the website.              

Other pant options as well. 

 

SUMMER CHIC AT ITS BEST 
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A perfect option ... 

 A “top” of your choice and a skirt such as the A line in                  

the Skirt Trio pattern. 

Now you have a very versatile “dress” with more wearing options. 

And Loes’ basic color of choice …. BLACK!  It always works.  

 

We have two black fabric suggestions.  

  First—Black Rayon Matte Jersey (in photo) 

  Light weight, perfect for warmer temps. 

 

  Another option—Black Textured Rayon 

   Light weight and beautiful. Have to see the texture in “person!”  It is there! 

 

The options are endless. 

A tank top and A-line skirt—either fabric 

Or a top with sleeves 

Sicilian tank and any skirt—textured rayon 

Cropped pants—textured rayon 

Tank dress– either fabric 

 

       

“Add something with options.”  
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Start with a top 

and skirt of your 

choice. 

 

Shown is the 

tank from the 

Tank Dress 

Pattern and an A

-line skirt, View 

C, from the Skirt 

Trio Pattern. 

Add a lace scarf 

Add jewelry. 

 

 

 

 

Wear a lace       

cardigan. 

Choose and sew your basics. Choose your pattern. 

Check out your closet to see what you can add! 

Now is the time to wear those glitzy shoes or that red necklace. 

You get the idea! 

 

The laces  and striped 

knit seen in photos 

on this page are cur-

rently out of stock. 

However, other knits 

and lace on our web-

site can easily be 

 

You know how Loes talks about versatility. 

These black garments go the extra mile!                 
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Another edition of The Look … July, 2014 

As promised, we have included a quick-and-easy-to-sew Summer Chic Wardrobe. 

Classic, it showcases the versatility of Loes’ pattern designs 

as well as her fabric choices. 

You don’t need  bright colors. 

Let the simplicity make the statement. 

And of course, add your own touch with accessories. 

There is still a lot of summer left. Now is the time to add this collection to your wardrobe. 

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse owner 

San Carlos Square 

Carmel, CA  

 

P  888.554.5637                 E  loeshinse@yahoo.com          

F  831.309.6225  

Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon, owner 

P.O. Box 6453 

       Chico, CA  95927  

                   

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com 

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

LOES HINSE SEWING SEMINARS 

IN CARMEL, CA 

 

If you are “thinking” about 

attending a 2014 remaining          

seminar, there are still a few           

vacancies in the October 24-28   

seminar. 

Contact Loes or Sharon 

See information below. 

  

PLEASE NOTE 

You can always email Sharon at the website 

Email:     info@casualelegancefabric.com 

HOWEVER 

Sharon’s “other” email address has changed. 

casele@sunset.net is history 

 Sharon’s new “other” email contact: 

     sharonlyon42@gmail.com 
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This says it all ... “Chic” … anytime of the year! 

Featured scarf and necklace created by Loes! 


